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On page 2, line 1, please delete "Summary of the invention".

On page 2, line 2, please delete "with the features of claimxl or claim 2.

Advantageous further developments can be found in claims 3 to 7" and substitute therefor

—an arrangement with a number of modifiable settings, at least some of which are stored as

individual values in a memory and are available as preset values to a user, characterized in

that a telephone keyboard is provided, that at least a part of the memory range is such that it

is used exclusively for recording and storing telephone numbers and which is addressable via

the keyboard, that at least some of the individual values are stored as telephone numbers in

the memory areas. It is also achieved by an arrangement with a number of modifiable

settings, characterized in that a telephone keyboard and a memory are provided, that at least

a part of the memory range is such that it is used exclusively to record and store telephone

numbers and is addressable via the keyboard, that individual values which correspond to

determined presettings for the arrangement are stored as telephone numbers in the memory

areas~==.

On page 2, lines 4-5, please'ttelete "according to claim 1 or claim 2".

On page 2, line 12, please^cfelete "his" andSubstitute therefor --the user's-.

On page 2, line 16, plea^^delete "his" and su^titute therefor -his/her--.

On page 3, line 4, please delete "according to claim 3 is provided, which

differentiates" and substitute therefor -is provided, it can differentiate-.

On page 3, line 6, please delete "it ensures" and substitute therefor -thereby

ensuring—.
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On page 3, line 10, please delate "According to claim 4 this can be realized if the"

and substitute therefor -Ther-.

On page 3, please delfeteVis" and substitute therefor -can be--.

On page 3, line 14, please delete "according to claim 5".

On page 3, line 19, please delete the second occurrence of "of the".

On page 3, line 19, please delete "drawings" and"substitute therefor -Drawings-.

), pleasedOn page 3, line 20, please delete "where:".

On page 3, line 21, after "invention", please insertV—showing various information

that can be shown on the display under designations A through G—

.

I fiO On page 3, line 24, please detete "Detailed description of the invention" and

f * V
i«3 substitute a new heading as follows:
in

-Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention-. >\

f%.
On page 4, lines 1 - 2, please delete "(not illustrated)" and substitute therefor

I J'

{,£ -(100) (shown in phantom)—. ^

x
!;315 On page 4, line 3, please delete "(not illustrated)".

On page 4, line 7, please

N

(feiete "he" and ^jb^tute therefor -he/she-.

On page 4, line 8, please^d&ete "he" and substitute therefor -he/she-.

On page 4, line 11, after "(15)", please^hsert --(shown in phantom)-.

On page 4, line 12, after "number", please insert

20 On page 4, line 16, pleasedelete "he" and substihite therefor -he/she—

On page 5, line 1, please delete "he" and substitute therefor -he/she-.
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